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Media Release 
 
Zurich, September 9, 2010 
 SAM and Dow Jones Indexes announce results of the  
Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes Review 2010 
 
SAM, the investment boutique focused exclusively on Sustainability Investing, together with 
Dow Jones Indexes, a leading global index provider, announces today the results of the 2010 
annual review for the Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes. 
 
Following SAM’s largest global analysis of corporate sustainability leadership, 48 companies will 
join the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index (DJSI World), while 46 firms will be deleted – 
resulting in a total of 318 index components. The largest additions (by free-float market 
capitalization) to the DJSI World include Standard Chartered, Morgan Stanley and ArcelorMittal 
while the biggest deletions (by free-float market capitalization) from this index are Toyota Motor, 
Royal Dutch Shell and UniCredit. 
 
The review also results in 27 additions to and 19 deletions from the European Dow Jones 
Sustainability Europe Index, 19 additions to and 22 deletions from the Dow Jones Sustainability 
North America Index, as well as 36 additions to and 25 deletions from the Dow Jones 
Sustainability Asia Pacific Index. All changes will become effective with the opening of equity 
markets on September 20, 2010. 
 
The DJSI follow a best-in-class approach and include sustainability leaders from each industry 
on a global and regional level respectively. The annual review of the DJSI family is based on a 
thorough analysis of corporate economic, environmental and social performance, assessing 
issues such as corporate governance, risk management, branding, climate change mitigation, 
supply chain standards and labor practices. It accounts for general as well as industry specific 
sustainability criteria for each of the 57 sectors defined according to the Industry Classification 
Benchmark (ICB). 
 
In addition, SAM also identified the top company for each of the 19 Supersectors that the 57 
sectors roll up to. The new 2010/2011 Supersector leaders are Air France-KLM (Travel & 
Leisure), AkzoNobel (Chemicals), ANZ Banking Group (Banks), BMW (Automobiles & Parts), 
EDP Energias de Portugal (Utilities), GPT Group (Real Estate), Investimentos Itaú (Financial 
Services), Lotte Shopping (Retail), Nokia (Technology), Pearson (Media), Philips Electronics 
(Personal & Household Goods), Roche (Health Care), Sasol (Oil & Gas), Siam Cement 
(Construction & Materials), Swiss Re (Insurance), Telefónica (Telecommunications), TNT 
(Industrial Goods & Services), Unilever (Food & Beverage) and Xstrata (Basic Resources). 
 
For more information on the Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes and the changes resulting from 
this year’s review please visit www.sustainability-indexes.com.  

http://www.sustainability-indexes.com
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Further information: 
 
SAM 
François Vetri  
Head Communications 
Josefstrasse 218 
CH-8005 Zurich 
Phone: +41 44 653 10 02 
Fax: +41 44 653 10 80 
com@sam-group.com 
www.sam-group.com 
 
 
Dow Jones Indexes press office: 
Email: pr-indexes@dowjones.com 
Phone: New York:  +1-212-597-5720 Frankfurt:  +49-69-29-725-290  
 Hong Kong:  +852-800-969-336   Singapore:  +65-6-4154-299 
 
 

About SAM 
SAM is an investment boutique focused exclusively on Sustainability Investing. The firm’s offering comprises asset 
management, indexes and private equity. Its asset management capabilities include a range of single-theme, multi-
theme and core sustainability investment strategies catering to institutional asset owners and financial intermediaries in 
Europe, the United States, Asia-Pacific and the Middle East. 
 
Through its index activities, SAM has partnered with Dow Jones Indexes for the publication and licensing of the globally 
recognized Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes (DJSI) as well as customized sustainability benchmarks. Furthermore, 
SAM is the center of expertise for clean tech private equity within Robeco. 
 
Based on its Corporate Sustainability Assessment, SAM has compiled one of the world's largest sustainability 
databases and analyzes over 2,000 listed companies annually. SAM’s proprietary research and sustainability data are 
fully integrated into its offering. 
 
SAM was founded in 1995, is headquartered in Zurich and employs over 100 professionals. As of June 30, 2010, SAM’s 
total assets amount to USD 13.7 billion. 
 
 
About Dow Jones Indexes 
Dow Jones Indexes is a leading full-service index provider that develops, maintains and licenses indexes for use as 
benchmarks and as the basis of investment products. Best-known for the Dow Jones Industrial Average, Dow Jones 
Indexes offers more than 130,000 equity indexes as well as fixed-income and alternative indexes, including measures of 
hedge funds, commodities and real estate. Dow Jones Indexes employs clear, unbiased and systematic methodologies 
that are fully integrated within index families. Dow Jones Indexes is the marketing name for CME Group Index Services 
LLC, a joint venture company which is owned 90 percent by CME Group Inc. and 10 percent by Dow Jones & Company, 
Inc., a News Corporation company (NASDAQ: NWS, NWSA; ASX: NWS, NWSLV).  
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